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A STRONG ORDER 3/4 METHOD FOR SDES WITH DISCONTINUOUS
DRIFT COEFFICIENT
THOMAS MU¨LLER-GRONBACH AND LARISA YAROSLAVTSEVA
Abstract. In this paper we study strong approximation of the solution of a scalar stochastic
differential equation (SDE) at the final time in the case when the drift coefficient may have
discontinuities in space. Recently it has been shown in [14] that for scalar SDEs with a piecewise
Lipschitz drift coefficient and a Lipschitz diffusion coefficient that is non-zero at the discontinuity
points of the drift coefficient the classical Euler-Maruyama scheme achieves an Lp-error rate of
at least 1/2 for all p ∈ [1,∞). Up to now this was the best Lp-error rate available in the
literature for equations of that type. In the present paper we construct a method based on
finitely many evaluations of the driving Brownian motion that even achieves an Lp-error rate
of at least 3/4 for all p ∈ [1,∞) under additional piecewise smoothness assumptions on the
coefficients. To obtain this result we prove in particular that a quasi-Milstein scheme achieves
an Lp-error rate of at least 3/4 in the case of coefficients that are both Lipschitz continuous and
piecewise differentiable with Lipschitz continuous derivatives, which is of interest in itself.
1. Introduction
Consider a scalar autonomous stochastic differential equation (SDE)
(1)
dXt = µ(Xt) dt+ σ(Xt) dWt, t ∈ [0, 1],
X0 = x0
with deterministic initial value x0 ∈ R, drift coefficient µ : R → R, diffusion coefficient σ : R → R,
1-dimensional driving Brownian motion W and assume that (1) has a unique strong solution
X. In this paper we study Lp-approximation of X1 based on finitely many evaluations of W at
points in [0, 1] in the case when µ may have finitely many discontinuity points.
Numerical approximation of SDEs with a drift coefficient that is discontinuous in space has
gained a lot of interest in recent years, see [2, 3] for results on convergence in probability and
almost sure convergence of the Euler-Maruyama scheme and [1, 4, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18] for
results on Lp-approximation. Up to now the most far going results on Lp-approximation have
been achieved under the following two assumptions on the coefficients µ and σ.
(A1) There exist k ∈ N and ξ0, . . . , ξk+1 ∈ [−∞,∞] with −∞ = ξ0 < ξ1 < . . . < ξk < ξk+1 =
∞ such that µ is Lipschitz continuous on the interval (ξi−1, ξi) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k+ 1},
(A2) σ is Lipschitz continuous on R and σ(ξi) 6= 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Note that under the assumptions (A1) and (A2) the equation (1) has a unique strong solution,
see [9, Theorem 2.2]. In [9, 10] a numerical method has been constructed which is based on a
suitable transformation of the solution X and which achieves, under the assumptions (A1) and
(A2), an L2-error rate of at least 1/2 in terms of the number of evaluations of W . In [11] it
has been shown that the Euler-Maruyama scheme achieves an L2-error rate of at least 1/4−
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in terms of the number of evaluations of W if (A1) and (A2) are satisfied and, additionally,
the coefficients µ and σ are bounded. In [15] an adaptive Euler-Maruyama scheme has been
constructed, which achieves, under the assumptions (A1) and (A2), an L2-error rate of at least
1/2− in terms of the average number of evaluations of W . Finally, in [14] it has been shown
that, under the assumptions (A1) and (A2), the Euler-Maruyama scheme in fact achieves for all
p ∈ [1,∞) an Lp-error rate of at least 1/2 in terms of the number of evaluations of W as in the
case of SDEs with globally Lipschitz continuous coefficients.
It is well known that if the coefficients µ and σ are differentiable and have bounded and
Lipschitz continuous derivatives, then the Milstein scheme achieves for all p ∈ [1,∞) an Lp-error
rate of at least 1 in terms of the number of evaluations of W , see e.g. [6]. It is therefore natural
to ask whether an Lp-error rate better than 1/2 can be achieved by a method based on finitely
many evaluations of W also in the case of coefficients µ and σ that satisfy (A1) and (A2) and
have additional piecewise smoothness properties. To the best of our knowledge the answer to
this question was not known in the literature up to now. In the present paper we answer this
question in the positive. More precisely, we show that if the coefficients µ and σ satisfy (A1)
and (A2) and, additionally, the assumption
(A3) µ and σ are differentiable on the interval (ξi−1, ξi) with Lipschitz continuous derivatives
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}
then an Lp-error rate of at least 3/4 for all p ∈ [1,∞) can be achieved by a method based on
evaluations of W at a uniform grid. More formally, we have the following result, which is an
immediate consequence of Theorem 4 in Section 4.
Theorem 1. Assume that µ and σ satisfy (A1) to (A3). Then there exists a sequence of mea-
surable functions ϕn : R
n → R, n ∈ N, such that for all p ∈ [1,∞) there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such
that for all n ∈ N,
(2) E
[|X1 − ϕn(W1/n,W2/n, . . . ,W1)|p]1/p ≤ c/n3/4.
We illustrate the statement of Theorem 1 by the SDE
(3)
dXt = (1 +Xt) 1[0,∞)(Xt) dt+ dWt, t ∈ [0, 1],
X0 = x0.
Clearly, the assumptions (A1) to (A3) are satisfied with k = 1 and ξ1 = 0. For the SDE (3),
the strongest result on Lp-approximation of X1 which was available in the literature so far is
provided by [14, Theorem 1], which states that the Euler-Maruyama scheme achieves an Lp-error
rate of at least 1/2 for all p ∈ [1,∞). However, by Theorem 1 we see that for this SDE in fact
an Lp-error rate of at least 3/4 for all p ∈ [1,∞) can be achieved by a method based on finitely
many evaluations of W .
We believe that the upper error bound (2) in Theorem 1 can not be improved in general by
a method based on n evaluations of W . See also Conjecture 2 in Section 5. We furthermore
believe that an Lp-error rate better than 3/4 can not be achieved in general even then when the
coefficients µ and σ satisfy (A1) and (A2) and are, additionally, infinitely often differentiable on
the interval (ξi−1, ξi) with Lipschitz continuous derivatives of all orders for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k+1}.
A study of these conjectures will be the subject of future work.
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Similarly to the approach taken in [9, 10], the proof of Theorem 1 is based on applying a
suitable bi-Lipschitz mapping G : R→ R to the solution X of (1). Under the assumptions (A1)
to (A3) it is possible to construct G in such a way that the transformed solution G ◦ X =
(G(Xt))t∈[0,1] is the unique strong solution of a new SDE with coefficients that are both globally
Lipschitz continuous and piecewise differentiable with Lipschitz continuous derivatives. For the
latter SDE we introduce a quasi-Milstein scheme (X̂n,ℓ/n)ℓ=0,...,n and prove that X̂n,1 achieves
for all p ∈ [1,∞) an Lp-error rate of at least 3/4 in terms of the number of evaluations of W for
approximating G(X1). Using the Lipschitz continuity of G
−1 yields the statement of Theorem 1
with ϕn(W1/n,W2/n, . . . ,W1) = G
−1(X̂n,1).
To be more precise we introduce the following three assumptions on the coefficients µ and σ
of the SDE (1), which are stronger than the assumptions (A1) to (A3).
(B1) µ and σ are Lipschitz continuous on R,
(B2) there exist kµ, kσ ∈ N0 and ξ0, . . . , ξkµ+1 ∈ [−∞,∞] with −∞ = ξ0 < ξ1 < . . . <
ξkµ < ξkµ+1 = ∞ as well as η0, . . . , ηkσ+1 ∈ [−∞,∞] with −∞ = η0 < η1 < . . . <
ηkσ < ηkσ+1 = ∞ such that µ is differentiable on the interval (ξi−1, ξi) with Lipschitz
continuous derivative for all i ∈ {1, . . . , kµ + 1} and σ is differentiable on the interval
(ηi−1, ηi) with Lipschitz continuous derivative for all i ∈ {1, . . . , kσ + 1},
(B3) σ(ξi) 6= 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , kµ} and σ(ηi) 6= 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , kσ}.
Furthermore, for all n ∈ N we define the quasi-Milstein scheme (X̂n,ℓ/n)ℓ=0,...,n with step-size
1/n associated to the SDE (1) by X̂n,0 = x0 and
X̂n,(ℓ+1)/n = X̂n,ℓ/n + µ(X̂n,ℓ/n) · 1/n + σ(X̂n,ℓ/n) · (W(ℓ+1)/n −Wℓ/n)
+
1
2
σδσ(X̂n,ℓ/n) · ((W(ℓ+1)/n −Wℓ/n)2 − 1/n)
for ℓ = 0, . . . , n− 1, where δσ(x) = σ′(x) if σ is differentiable at x and δσ(x) = 0 otherwise.
We then have the following result, which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 in Sec-
tion 3.
Theorem 2. Assume that µ and σ satisfy (B1) to (B3) and let p ∈ [1,∞). Then there exists
c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(4) E
[|X1 − X̂n,1|p]1/p ≤ c/n3/4.
If, additionally, kσ = 0 then there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(5) E
[|X1 − X̂n,1|p]1/p ≤ c/n.
Note that if kσ = 0 then σ is differentiable on R and thus X̂n coincides with the classical
Milstein scheme. However, the upper error bound (5) was known in the literature so far only in
the case of kµ = kσ = 0, see e.g. [6].
For illustration of the statement of Theorem 2 we consider the SDEs
(6)
dX
(1)
t = X
(1)
t · 1[0,∞)(X(1)t ) dt+ (1 +X(1)t · 1[0,∞)(X(1)t )) dWt, t ∈ [0, 1],
X
(1)
0 = x0
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and
(7)
dX
(2)
t = X
(2)
t · 1[0,∞)(X(2)t ) dt+ dWt, t ∈ [0, 1],
X
(2)
0 = x0,
Clearly, the assumptions (B1) to (B3) are satisfied for the coefficients of the SDE (6) with
kµ = kσ = 1 and ξ1 = η1 = 0 and for the coefficients of the SDE (7) with kµ = 1, kσ = 0 and
ξ1 = 0. The best possible Lp-error rate for approximation of X
(1)
1 and X
(2)
1 which was available
in the literature so far is equal to 1/2 and is achieved, e.g., by the Euler-Maruyama scheme.
However, by Theorem 2 we see that for all p ∈ [1,∞) the associated quasi-Milstein scheme
achieves an Lp-error rate of at least 3/4 and 1 for approximation of X
(1)
1 and X
(2)
1 , respectively.
We briefly describe the content of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce some notation. Section 3
contains our result Theorem 3 on the quasi-Milstein scheme under the assumptions (B1) to (B3).
In Section 4 we construct the bi-Lipschitz transformation G that is then used to construct a
method of order 3/4 under the assumptions (A1) to (A3). Section 5 contains a discussion of
our results as well as conjectures with respect to lower error bounds. The proof of Theorem 3 is
carried out in Section 6. Section 7 contains proofs of two lemmas that are employed in Section 4
for the construction of the mapping G.
2. Notation
For A ⊂ R and a function f : A→ R we put ‖f‖∞ = supx∈A |f(x)|. For a function f : R → R
we define δf : R → R by
δf (x) =
{
f ′(x), if f is differentiable in x,
0, otherwise.
3. A quasi-Milstein scheme for SDEs with Lipschitz continuous coefficients
Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space with a normal filtration (Ft)t∈[0,1] and let W : [0, 1]×Ω →
R be an (Ft)t∈[0,1]-Brownian motion on (Ω,F ,P). Moreover, let x0 ∈ R and let µ, σ : R → R be
functions that satisfy the following three assumptions.
(B1) µ and σ are Lipschitz continuous on R,
(B2) there exist kµ, kσ ∈ N0 and ξ0, . . . , ξkµ+1 ∈ [−∞,∞] with −∞ = ξ0 < ξ1 < . . . <
ξkµ < ξkµ+1 = ∞ as well as η0, . . . , ηkσ+1 ∈ [−∞,∞] with −∞ = η0 < η1 < . . . <
ηkσ < ηkσ+1 = ∞ such that µ is differentiable on the interval (ξi−1, ξi) with Lipschitz
continuous derivative for all i ∈ {1, . . . , kµ + 1} and σ is differentiable on the interval
(ηi−1, ηi) with Lipschitz continuous derivative for all i ∈ {1, . . . , kσ + 1}
(B3) σ(ξi) 6= 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , kµ} and σ(ηi) 6= 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , kσ}.
We consider the SDE
(8)
dXt = µ(Xt) dt+ σ(Xt) dWt, t ∈ [0, 1],
X0 = x0,
which has a unique strong solution due to the assumption (B1).
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Moreover, for every p ∈ (0,∞),
(9) E
[‖X‖p∞] <∞,
see, e.g. [12, Thm. 2.4.4].
For n ∈ N we use X̂n = (X̂n,t)t∈[0,1] to denote a time-continuous quasi-Milstein scheme with
step-size 1/n associated to the SDE (8), which is defined recursively by X̂n,0 = x0 and
X̂n,t = X̂n,i/n + µ(X̂n,i/n) · (t− i/n) + σ(X̂n,i/n) · (Wt −Wi/n)
+
1
2
σδσ(X̂n,i/n) ·
(
(Wt −Wi/n)2 − (t− i/n)
)
for t ∈ (i/n, (i + 1)/n] and i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Note that for all x 6∈ {η1, . . . , ηkσ} we have
δσ(x) = σ
′(x).
We have the following error estimates for X̂n.
Theorem 3. Assume (B1) to (B3). Let p ∈ [1,∞). Then there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for
all n ∈ N,
(10) E
[‖X − X̂n‖p∞]1/p ≤ cn3/4 .
If, additionally, kσ = 0 then there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(11) E
[‖X − X̂n‖p∞]1/p ≤ cn.
The proof of Theorem 3 is postponed to Section 6.
Remark 1. Note that if (B1) to (B3) are satisfied with kσ = 0 then X̂n coincides with the
classical time-continuous Milstein scheme. We add that in case of kµ = kσ = 0 and under
much stronger smoothness assumptions on µ and σ than stated in (B1) and (B2), the error
estimate (11) is known, see e.g. [7, Thm. 10.6.3].
Remark 2. In [8] a randomized Milstein scheme is constructed that is based on evaluations
of W at the grid points ℓ/n, ℓ = 1, . . . , n, and randomly chosen intermediate points sℓ ∈
((ℓ− 1)/n, ℓ/n), ℓ = 1, . . . , n. This scheme is shown to achieve for all p ∈ [1,∞) an Lp-error rate
of at least 1 in terms of n under assumptions that are, in comparison with (B1) to (B3), weaker
with respect to µ and stronger with respect to σ, namely the assumptions that µ is Lipschitz
continuous on R, σ is differentiable on R with a bounded Lipschitz continuous derivative σ′ and
σσ′ is Lipschitz continuous on R.
4. A strong order 3/4 method for SDEs with discontinuous drift coefficient
As in Section 3 we consider a probability space (Ω,F ,P) with a normal filtration (Ft)t∈[0,1]
and we assume thatW : [0, 1]×Ω → R is an (Ft)t∈[0,1]-Brownian motion on (Ω,F ,P). In contrast
to Section 3 we now turn to SDEs with a drift coefficient µ that may be only piecewise Lipschitz
continuous.
Let x0 ∈ R and let µ, σ : R → R be functions that satisfy the following three assumptions.
(A1) There exist k ∈ N and ξ0, . . . , ξk+1 ∈ [−∞,∞] with −∞ = ξ0 < ξ1 < . . . < ξk < ξk+1 =
∞ such that µ is Lipschitz continuous on the interval (ξi−1, ξi) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k+ 1},
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(A2) σ is Lipschitz continuous on R and σ(ξi) 6= 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
(A3) µ and σ are differentiable on the interval (ξi−1, ξi) with Lipschitz continuous derivatives
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}.
For later purposes we note that (A1) implies the existence of the one-sided limits µ(ξi−) and
µ(ξi+) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
We consider the SDE
(12)
dXt = µ(Xt) dt+ σ(Xt) dWt, t ∈ [0, 1],
X0 = x0,
which has a unique strong solution, see [9, Theorem 2.2].
Our goal is to show that the solution of (12) at the final time X1 can be approximated in p-th
mean sense by means of a method based on W1/n,W2/n, . . . ,W1 at least with order 3/4 in terms
of the number n of equidistant evaluations of the driving Brownian motion W , see Theorem 4.
To achieve this goal we adopt the transformation strategy used in [10] and [14]. We show that
X1 can be obtained by applying a Lipschitz continuous transformation to the solution of an
SDE with coefficients satisfying the assumptions (B1) to (B3) in Section 3, and then we employ
Theorem 3.
We start by introducing the transformation procedure. For k ∈ N,
z ∈ Tk = {(z1, . . . , zk) ∈ Rk : z1 < · · · < zk}
and α = (α1, . . . , αk) ∈ Rk we put
ρz,α =
{
1
8|α1| , if k = 1,
min
({
1
8|αi| : i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
} ∪ { zi−zi−12 : i ∈ {2, . . . , k}}), if k ≥ 2,
where we use the convention 1/0 =∞. Let φ : R → R be given by
(13) φ(x) = (1− x2)4 · 1[−1,1](x).
For all k ∈ N, z ∈ Tk, α ∈ Rk and ν ∈ (0, ρz,α) we define a function Gz,α,ν : R → R by
(14) Gz,α,ν(x) = x+
k∑
i=1
αi · (x− zi) · |x− zi| · φ
(x− zi
ν
)
.
The following two technical lemmas provide the properties of the mappings Gz,α,ν that are
crucial for our purposes. The proofs of both lemmas are postponed to Section 7.
Lemma 1. Let k ∈ N, z ∈ Tk, α ∈ Rk, ν ∈ (0, ρz,α) and put z0 = −∞ and zk+1 = ∞. The
function Gz,α,ν has the following properties.
(i) Gz,α,ν is differentiable on R with a Lipschitz continuous derivative G
′
z,α,ν that satisfies
G′z,α,ν(zi) = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and infx∈RG′z,α,ν(x) > 0. In particular, Gz,α,ν has an
inverse G−1z,α,ν : R→ R that is Lipschitz continuous. Furthermore, there exists c ∈ (0,∞)
such that for every x ∈ R with |x| > c, G′z,α,ν(x) = 1.
(ii) For every i ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}, the function G′z,α,ν is two times differentiable on (zi−1, zi)
with Lipschitz continuous derivatives G′′z,α,ν and G′′′z,α,ν.
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(iii) For every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} the one-sided limits G′′z,α,ν(zi−) and G′′z,α,ν(zi+) exist and satisfy
G′′z,α,ν(zi−) = −2αi, G′′z,α,ν(zi+) = 2αi.
Lemma 2. Assume (A1) to (A3). Put ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξk), define α = (α1, . . . , αk) ∈ Rk by
αi =
µ(ξi−)− µ(ξi+)
2σ2(ξi)
for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and let ν ∈ (0, ρξ,α). Consider the function Gξ,α,ν and extend G′′ξ,α,ν : ∪k+1i=1
(ξi−1, ξi)→ R to the whole real line by taking
G′′ξ,α,ν(ξi) = 2αi + 2
µ(ξi+)− µ(ξi)
σ2(ξi)
for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then the functions
(15) µ˜ = (G′ξ,α,ν · µ+ 12G′′ξ,α,ν · σ2) ◦G−1ξ,α,ν and σ˜ = (G′ξ,α,ν · σ) ◦G−1ξ,α,ν
satisfy the assumptions (B1) to (B3).
We turn to the transformation of the SDE (12). Take ξ, α, ν as in Lemma 2 and define a
stochastic process Z : [0, 1] ×Ω→ R by
(16) Zt = Gξ,α,ν(Xt), t ∈ [0, 1].
Lemma 3. Assume (A1) to (A3). Then the process Z given by (16) is the unique strong solution
of the SDE
(17)
dZt = µ˜(Zt) dt+ σ˜(Zt) dWt, t ∈ [0, 1],
Z0 = Gξ,α,ν(x0)
with µ˜ and σ˜ given by (15).
Proof. Lemma 1(i) implies that G′ξ,α,ν is absolutely continuous. We therefore may apply Itoˆ’s
lemma with Gξ,α,ν to obtain that Z is a solution of (17). According to Lemma 2, µ˜ and σ˜ are
Lipschitz continuous, which implies that the solution of (17) is unique. 
Remark 3. The construction of the transformations Gz,α,ν used here is similar to the construc-
tion of the transformations used in [10] and [14]. In the latter works the transformations are also
given by (14), but with φ : R → R defined by
(18) φ(x) = (1− x2)3 · 1[−1,1](x)
in place of (13). Note that using (18) in place of (13), the functions G′′z,α,ν may not be differ-
entiable at the points zi ± ν for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and therefore µ˜ may not be differentiable at the
points ξi ± ν for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
For every n ∈ N we use Ẑn = (Ẑn,t)t∈[0,1] to denote the time-continuous quasi-Milstein scheme
with step-size 1/n associated to the SDE (17), see Section 3. Thus, Ẑn,0 = Gξ,α,ν(x0) and
Ẑn,t = Ẑn,i/n + µ˜(Ẑn,i/n) · (t− i/n) + σ˜(Ẑn,i/n) · (Wt −Wi/n)
+
1
2
σ˜ δσ˜(Ẑn,i/n) ·
(
(Wt −Wi/n)2 − (t− i/n)
)
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for t ∈ (i/n, (i + 1)/n] and i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}.
We have the following error estimates for G−1ξ,α,ν ◦ Ẑn = (G−1ξ,α,ν(Ẑn,t))t∈[0,1].
Theorem 4. Assume (A1) to (A3) and let p ∈ [1,∞). Then there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that
for all n ∈ N,
(19) E
[‖X −G−1ξ,α,ν ◦ Ẑn‖p∞]1/p ≤ cn3/4 .
Proof. Using the Lipschitz continuity of G−1ξ,α,ν , see Lemma 2(i), the fact that µ˜ and σ˜ satisfy
the assumptions (B1) to (B3) and Theorem 3 we obtain that there exist c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such
that for all n ∈ N,
E
[‖X −G−1ξ,α,ν ◦ Ẑn‖p∞]1/p ≤ c1 · E[‖Z − Ẑn‖p∞]1/p ≤ c2n3/4 ,
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
5. Discussion of the error bounds in Theorems 3 and 4
It is well known that, in general, the upper error bound (11) in Theorem 3 can not be improved
by any method that is based on n evaluations of the driving Brownian motion W , see [5, 13] for
results on matching lower error bounds.
We believe that an analogue statement holds true with respect to the upper error bound (10)
in Theorem 3. In particular, we conjecture that the following statement is true:
Conjecture 1. There exist x0 ∈ R, functions µ, σ : R → R that satisfy (B1) to (B3) and
c ∈ (0,∞) such that the solution X of the corresponding SDE (8) satisfies for every n ∈ N,
(20) inf
t1,...,tn∈[0,1]
ψ : Rn→R measurable
E
[|X1 − ψ(Wt1 , . . . ,Wtn)|] ≥ cn3/4 .
We furthermore believe that in general the upper error bound (19) in Theorem 4 can not be
improved by any method that is based on n evaluations of the driving Brownian motion W . In
particular, we conjecture that the following statement is true:
Conjecture 2. There exist x0 ∈ R, functions µ, σ : R → R that satisfy (A1) to (A3) and
c ∈ (0,∞) such that the solution X of the corresponding SDE (12) satisfies for every n ∈ N,
(21) inf
t1,...,tn∈[0,1]
ψ : Rn→R measurable
E
[|X1 − ψ(Wt1 , . . . ,Wtn)|] ≥ cn3/4 .
Note that the assumptions (B1) to (B3) are stronger than the assumptions (A1) to (A3).
Thus, if the Conjecture 1 is true then the Conjecture 2 is true as well.
On the other hand side, the following example shows that the lower bound (21) does not
hold true for all choices of the coefficients µ, σ : R → R that satisfy (A1) to (A3) such that µ is
discontinuous.
Example 1. Let x0 = 0, take k = 1, z = 0, α = −1/2 and ν ∈ (0, 1/4) in (14), and consider
the functions µ, σ : R → R given by
(22) µ = 1[0,∞), σ = 1/G′0,−1/2,ν .
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Clearly, µ is Lipschitz continuous and differentiable on each of the intervals (−∞, 0) and (0,∞)
with Lipschitz continuous derivative µ′ = 0. Using Lemma 1(i) we see that σ is Lipschitz
continuous on R. Moreover, by Lemma 1(ii) we obtain that on each of the intervals (−∞, 0) and
(0,∞), σ is differentiable with derivative σ′ = −G′′0,−1/2,ν/(G′0,−1/2,ν)2. According to Lemma 1(i)
there exist c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all x ∈ R with |x| > c we have G′′0,−1/2,ν(x) = 0. Employing
Lemma 9 in Section 7 we thus conclude that on each of the intervals (−∞, 0) and (0,∞), σ′ is
Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, by Lemma 1(i) we have σ(0) = 1. Hence, µ and σ satisfy (A1)
to (A3) with k = 1 and ξ1 = 0.
Let X denote the solution of (12) with µ and σ given by (22). Since σ(0) = 1 we obtain by
Lemmas 2, 3 that the process Z = G0,−1/2,ν ◦X is the solution of the SDE (17) with coefficients
µ˜, σ˜ : R → R that satisfy (B1) to (B3). Note that σ˜ = 1 and thus one may take kσ˜ = 0 in (B2).
Hence, using the second part of Theorem 3 and the Lipschitz continuity of G−10,−1/2,ν we conclude
that for every p ∈ [1,∞) there exist c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such that for every n ∈ N,
E[‖X −G−10,−1/2,ν ◦ Ẑn‖p∞]1/p ≤ c1 · E[‖Z − Ẑn‖p∞]1/p ≤ c2/n.
6. Proof of Theorem 3
Throughout this section we assume that µ, σ : R → R satisfy the assumptions (B1) to (B3).
Moreover, we put
tn = ⌊n · t⌋/n
for every n ∈ N and every t ∈ [0, 1].
We briefly describe the structure of this section. In Section 6.1 we provide Lp-estimates and
a Markov property of the time-continuous quasi-Milstein scheme X̂n. Section 6.2 contains occu-
pation time estimates for X̂n, which finally lead to the p-th mean estimate
(23) max
ξ∈{ξ1,...,ξkµ}∪{η1,...,ηkσ}
E
[∣∣∣∫ 1
0
(X̂n,t − X̂n,tn)2 · 1{(X̂n,t−ξ)(X̂n,tn−ξ)≤0} dt
∣∣∣p] ≤ c
n3p/2
,
where c ∈ (0,∞) does not depend on n, see Proposition 1. The latter result is a crucial tool for
the error analysis of the quasi-Milstein scheme. The results in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 are then used
in Section 6.3 to derive the error estimates in Theorem 3.
Throughout this section we will employ the following three facts, which are an immediate
consequence of the assumptions (B1) to (B3). Namely, the functions µ and σ satisfy a linear
growth condition, i.e.
(24) ∃K ∈ (0,∞)∀x ∈ R : |µ(x)|+ |σ(x)| ≤ K · (1 + |x|),
the functions δµ and δσ are bounded, i.e.
(25) ‖δµ‖∞ + ‖δσ‖∞ <∞,
the function µ and σ satisfy
(26)
∃ c ∈ (0,∞)∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , kµ + 1} ∀x, y ∈ (ξi−1, ξi)∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , kσ + 1} ∀x˜, y˜ ∈ (ηj−1, ηj) :
|µ(y)− µ(x)− µ′(x)(y − x)| ≤ c · |y − x|2 and
|σ(y˜)− σ(x˜)− σ′(x˜)(y˜ − x˜)| ≤ c · |y˜ − x˜|2.
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6.1. Lp-estimates and a Markov property for the time-continuous quasi-Milstein
scheme. For technical reasons we have to provide Lp-estimates and further properties of the
time-continuous quasi-Milstein scheme for the SDE (8) dependent on the initial value x0. To be
formally precise, for every x ∈ R we let Xx denote the unique strong solution of the SDE
(27)
dXxt = µ(X
x
t ) dt+ σ(X
x
t ) dWt, t ∈ [0, 1],
Xx0 = x,
and for all x ∈ R and n ∈ N we use X̂xn = (X̂xn,t)t∈[0,1] to denote the time-continuous quasi-
Milstein scheme with step-size 1/n associated to the SDE (27). Thus, X = Xx0 and X̂n = X̂
x0
n
for all n ∈ N, and for all x ∈ R
(28) X̂xn,t = x+
∫ t
0
µ(X̂xn,sn) ds +
∫ t
0
(
σ(X̂xn,sn) + σδσ(X̂
x
n,sn
) · (Ws −Wsn)
)
dWs
holds P-a.s. for all n ∈ N and t ∈ [0, 1].
We have the following uniform Lp-estimates for X̂
x
n , n ∈ N, which follow from (28), the
linear growth property (24) of µ and σ and the boundedness of δσ , see (25), by using standard
arguments.
Lemma 4. Let p ∈ [1,∞). Then there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all x ∈ R, all n ∈ N, all
δ ∈ [0, 1] and all t ∈ [0, 1 − δ],
E
[
sup
s∈[t,t+δ]
|X̂xn,s − X̂xn,t|p
]1/p ≤ c · (1 + |x|) · √δ.
In particular, there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all x ∈ R and all n ∈ N,
sup
n∈N
E
[‖X̂xn‖p∞]1/p ≤ c · (1 + |x|).
The following lemma provides a Markov property of the time-continuous quasi-Milsein scheme
X̂xn relative to the gridpoints 0, 1/n, 2/n, . . . , 1.
Lemma 5. For all x ∈ R, all n ∈ N, all j ∈ {0, . . . , n−1} and PX̂xn,j/n-almost all y ∈ R we have
P
(X̂xn,t)t∈[j/n,1]|Fj/n = P(X̂
x
n,t)t∈[j/n,1]|X̂xn,j/n
as well as
P
(X̂xn,t)t∈[j/n,1]|X̂xn,j/n=y = P(X̂
y
n,t)t∈[0,1−j/n] .
Proof. The lemma is an immediate consequence of the fact that, by definition of X̂xn , for every
ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , n} there exists a measurable mapping ψ : R×C([0, ℓ/n]) → C([0, ℓ/n]) such that for
all x ∈ R and all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − ℓ},
(X̂xn,t+i/n)t∈[0,ℓ/n] = ψ
(
X̂xn,i/n, (Wt+i/n −Wi/n)t∈[0,ℓ/n]
)
. 
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6.2. Occupation time estimates for the time-continuous quasi-Milstein scheme. We
first provide an estimate for the expected occupation time of a neighborhood of a non-zero of σ
by the time-continuous quasi-Milstein scheme X̂xn .
Lemma 6. Let ξ ∈ R satisfy σ(ξ) 6= 0. Then there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all x ∈ R, all
n ∈ N and all ε ∈ (0,∞),
(29)
∫ 1
0
P({|X̂xn,t − ξ| ≤ ε}) dt ≤ c · (1 + x2) ·
(
ε+
1√
n
)
.
Proof. Let x ∈ R and n ∈ N. For t ∈ [0, 1] put
Σxn,t = σ(X̂
x
n,tn
) + σδσ(X̂
x
n,tn
) · (Wt −Wtn).
Using (24), (25), (28) and Lemma 4 we conclude that X̂xn is a continuous semi-martingale with
quadratic variation
(30) 〈X̂xn〉t =
∫ t
0
(Σxn,s)
2 ds, t ∈ [0, 1].
For a ∈ R let La(X̂xn) = (Lat (X̂xn))t∈[0,1] denote the local time of X̂xn at the point a. Thus, for all
a ∈ R and all t ∈ [0, 1],
|X̂xn,t − a| = |x− a|+
∫ t
0
sgn(X̂xn,s − a) · µ(X̂xn,s) ds+
∫ t
0
sgn(X̂xn,s − a) · Σxn,s dWs + Lat (X̂xn),
where sgn(y) = 1(0,∞)(y) − 1(−∞,0](y) for y ∈ R, see, e.g. [19, Chap. VI]. Hence, for all a ∈ R
and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(31)
Lat (X̂
x
n) ≤ |X̂xn,t − x|+
∫ t
0
|µ(X̂xn,s)| ds +
∣∣∣∫ t
0
sgn(X̂xn,s − a) · Σxn,s dWs
∣∣∣
≤ 2
∫ t
0
|µ(X̂xn,s)| ds +
∣∣∣∫ t
0
Σxn,s dWs
∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∫ t
0
sgn(X̂xn,s − a) · Σxn,s dWs
∣∣∣.
Using (24), (31), the Ho¨lder inequality and the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality we obtain
that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all x ∈ R, all n ∈ N, all a ∈ R and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(32) E
[
Lat (X̂
x
n)
] ≤ c · ∫ 1
0
(
1 + E
[|X̂xn,s|]) ds+ c(∫ 1
0
E
[
(Σxn,s)
2
]
ds
)1/2
.
By (24), (25) and the fact that for all s ∈ [0, 1] the random variables X̂xn,sn and Ws −Wsn are
independent we obtain that there exist c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such that for all s ∈ [0, 1], all x ∈ R and
all n ∈ N,
(33) E
[
(Σxn,s)
2
] ≤ c1 · E[(1 + |X̂xn,sn |)2 · (1 + |Ws −Wsn |)2] ≤ c2 · (1 + E[(X̂xn,sn)2]).
By employing Lemma 4 we conclude from (32) and (33) that there exist c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such
that for all x ∈ R, all n ∈ N, all a ∈ R and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(34) E
[
Lat (X̂
x
n)
] ≤ c1 · (1 + E[‖X̂xn‖2∞]1/2) ≤ c2 · (1 + |x|).
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Using (30), (34) and the occupation time formula it follows that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such
that for all x ∈ R, all n ∈ N and all ε ∈ (0,∞),
(35) E
[∫ 1
0
1[ξ−ε,ξ+ε](X̂xn,t) · (Σxn,t)2 dt
]
=
∫
R
1[ξ−ε,ξ+ε](a) · E
[
Lat (X̂
x
n)
]
da ≤ c · (1 + |x|) · ε.
By (24), (25) and the Lipschitz continuity of σ we obtain that there exist c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such
that for all x ∈ R, all n ∈ N and all t ∈ [0, 1],∣∣σ2(X̂xn,t)− (Σxn,t)2∣∣ ≤ ∣∣σ(X̂xn,t)− Σxn,t∣∣ · (|σ(X̂xn,t)|+ |Σxn,t|)
≤ c1 ·
(|σ(X̂xn,t)− σ(X̂xn,tn)|+ |σδσ(X̂xn,tn)| · |Wt −Wtn |)
· (1 + |X̂xn,t|+ (1 + |X̂xn,tn |) · (1 + |Wt −Wtn |))
≤ c2 ·
(|X̂xn,t − X̂xn,tn |+ (1 + |X̂xn,tn |) · |Wt −Wtn |)
· (1 + ‖X̂xn‖∞) · (1 + |Wt −Wtn |).
Thus, using the Ho¨lder inequality and Lemma 4 we conclude that there exist c ∈ (0,∞) such
that for all x ∈ R, all n ∈ N and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(36) E
[|σ2(X̂xn,t)− (Σxn,t)2|] ≤ c · (1 + x2) · 1√n.
Since σ is continuous and σ(ξ) 6= 0 there exist κ, ε0 ∈ (0,∞) such that
(37) inf
z∈R:|z−ξ|<ε0
σ2(z) ≥ κ.
Using (35), (36) and (37) we obtain that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all x ∈ R, all
n ∈ N and all ε ∈ (0, ε0],∫ 1
0
P({|X̂xn,t − ξ| ≤ ε}) dt =
1
κ
· E
[∫ 1
0
κ · 1[ξ−ε,ξ+ε](X̂xn,t) dt
]
≤ 1
κ
· E
[∫ 1
0
1[ξ−ε,ξ+ε](X̂xn,t) · σ2(X̂xn,t) dt
]
≤ 1
κ
· E
[∫ 1
0
(
1[ξ−ε,ξ+ε](X̂xn,t) · (Σxn,t)2 +
∣∣σ2(X̂xn,t)− (Σxn,t)2∣∣) dt]
≤ c
κ
· (1 + |x|+ x2) ·
(
ε+
1√
n
)
,
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
The following result provides moment estimates subject to the condition of a sign change of
the process X̂n − ξ at time t relative to its sign at the grid point tn.
Lemma 7. Let q ∈ [1,∞), ξ ∈ R, and let
An,t = {(X̂n,t − ξ) · (X̂n,tn − ξ) ≤ 0}
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for all n ∈ N and t ∈ [0, 1]. Then there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N, all 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 1
with tn − s ≥ 1/n and all real-valued, non-negative, Fs-measurable random variables Y ,
(38)
E
[
Y · |Wt −Wtn |q · 1An,t
]
≤ c
nq/2+1
· E[Y ] + c
nq/2
·
∫
R
|z|q · E[Y · 1{|X̂n,tn−(t−tn)−ξ|≤ c√n (1+|z|)}] · e− z22 dz.
Proof. Choose K ∈ (0,∞) according to (24), put
κ = K · (1 + |ξ|) · (1 + ‖δσ‖∞)
and choose n0 ∈ N \ {1, 2} such that for all n ≥ n0,
(39)
16 ln(n)√
n
≤ 1 and 8κ · 1 + 2
√
ln(n)√
n
≤ 1
2
.
Without loss of generality we may assume that n ≥ n0. Let 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 1 with tn − s ≥ 1/n
and let Y be a real-valued, non-negative, Fs-measurable random variable. If t = tn then (38)
trivially holds for any c ∈ (0,∞).
Now assume that t > tn and put
Z1 =
Wt −Wtn√
t− tn
, Z2 =
Wtn −Wtn−(t−tn)√
t− tn
, Z3 =
Wtn−(t−tn) −Wtn−1/n√
1/n − (t− tn)
.
Below we show that
(40) An,t ∩
{
max
i∈{1,2,3}
|Zi| ≤ 2
√
ln(n)
} ⊂ {|X̂n,tn−(t−tn) − ξ| ≤ 8κ · (1 + |Z1|+ |Z2|)/√n}.
Note that Z1, Z2, Z3 are independent and identically distributed standard normal random vari-
ables. Moreover, (Z1, Z2, Z3) is independent of Fs since s ≤ tn − 1/n, (Z1, Z2) is independent of
Ftn−(t−tn) and X̂n,tn−(t−tn) is Ftn−(t−tn)-measurable. Using the latter three facts jointly with (40)
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and a standard estimate of standard normal tail probabilities we obtain that
E
[
Y · |Wt −Wtn |q · 1An,t
]
= (t− tn)q/2 · E
[
Y · |Z1|q · 1An,t
]
≤ 1
nq/2
· E[Y · |Z1|q · 1{|X̂n,tn−(t−tn)−ξ|≤8κ·(1+|Z1|+|Z2|)/√n}]
+
1
nq/2
· E[Y · |Z1|q · 1{maxi∈{1,2,3} |Zi|>2√ln(n)}]
=
2
πnq/2
∫
[0,∞)2
E
[
Y · zq1 · 1{|X̂n,tn−(t−tn)−ξ|≤8κ·(1+z1+z2)/
√
n}
] · e− z21+z222 d(z1, z2)
+
1
nq/2
· E[Y ] · E[|Z1|q · 1{maxi∈{1,2,3} |Zi|>2√ln(n)}]
≤ 2
q/2+1
πnq/2
∫
R2
E
[
Y · ( |z1+z2|√
2
)q · 1{|X̂n,tn−(t−tn)−ξ|≤8√2κ·(1+|z1+z2|/√2)/√n}] · e− z21+z222 d(z1, z2)
+
1
nq/2
· E[Y ] · E[Z2q1 ]1/2 · (P({ max
i∈{1,2,3}
|Zi| > 2
√
ln(n)
}))1/2
≤ 2
q/2+2
√
2πnq/2
∫
R
E
[
Y · |z|q · 1{|X̂n,tn−(t−tn)−ξ|≤8
√
2κ·(1+|z|)/√n}
] · e− z22 dz
+
√
3 · 5 · · · (2q − 1)
nq/2
· E[Y ] ·
( 3
2
√
2π ln(n) · n2
)1/2
,
which yields (38).
It remains to prove the inclusion (40). To this end let ω ∈ Ω and assume that
(41) ω ∈ An,t and max
i∈{1,2,3}
|Zi(ω)| ≤ 2
√
ln(n).
By (24) and (41),
(42)
|X̂n,tn(ω)− ξ| ≤ |X̂n,t(ω)− X̂n,tn(ω)|
=
∣∣∣µ(X̂n,tn(ω)) · (t− tn) + σ(X̂n,tn(ω)) ·√t− tn · Z1(ω)
+
1
2
σδσ(X̂n,tn(ω)) · (t− tn) ·
(
Z21 (ω)− 1)
∣∣∣
≤ K · (1 + |X̂n,tn(ω)|) ·
( 1
n
+
1√
n
· |Z1(ω)|+ 1√
n
· ‖δσ‖∞ · Z
2
1 (ω) + 1
2
√
n
)
.
Observe that for all a, b ∈ R,
(43) 1 + |a| ≤ (1 + |a− b|) · (1 + |b|).
Moreover, (39) and (41) yield
(44)
Z21 (ω) + 1
2
√
n
≤ 4 ln(n) + 1
2
√
n
≤ 5 ln(n)
2
√
n
≤ 1.
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Combining (42) with (44) and employing (43) with a = X̂n,tn(ω) and b = ξ we get
(45) |X̂n,tn(ω)− ξ| ≤
κ√
n
· (1 + |X̂n,tn(ω)− ξ|) · (1 + |Z1(ω)|).
Similarly one can show that
(46) |X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)− X̂n,tn−1/n(ω)| ≤
κ√
n
· (1 + |X̂n,tn−1/n(ω)− ξ|) · (1 + |Z3(ω)|).
Furthermore, by (24),
(47)
|X̂n,tn(ω)− X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)|
=
∣∣∣µ(X̂n,tn−1/n(ω)) · (t− tn) + σ(X̂n,tn−1/n(ω)) ·√t− tn · Z2(ω)
+
1
2
σ · δσ(X̂n,tn−1/n(ω)) ·
(
u− (t− tn)
)∣∣∣
≤ K · (1 + |X̂n,tn−1/n(ω)|) ·
( 1
n
+
1√
n
· |Z2(ω)|+ 1
2
· ‖δσ‖∞ ·
(
|u|+ 1
n
))
,
where
u = (Wtn(ω)−Wtn−1/n(ω))2 − (Wtn−(t−tn)(ω)−Wtn−1/n(ω))2.
Observing that for all a, b ∈ R,
|(a+ b)2 − b2| ≤ (|a| + |b|)2,
and using (39) as well as (41) we obtain
(48) |u| ≤ (√t− tn · |Z2(ω)|+√1/n − (t− tn) · |Z3(ω)|)2 ≤ 16 ln(n)n ≤ 1√n.
Combining (47) with (48) and employing (43) with a = X̂n,tn−1/n(ω) and b = ξ we conclude
that
(49) |X̂n,tn(ω)− X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)| ≤
κ√
n
· (1 + |X̂n,tn−1/n(ω)− ξ|) · (1 + |Z2(ω)|).
Clearly, we have
(50) |X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)− ξ| ≤ |X̂n,tn(ω)− X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)|+ |X̂n,tn(ω)− ξ|.
By (39) and (41) we have for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
(51)
κ√
n
· (1 + |Zi(ω)|) ≤ κ · 1 + 2
√
ln(n)√
n
≤ 1
2
.
Using (45) and (51) we obtain
(52) |X̂n,tn(ω)− ξ| ≤
κ√
n
· (1 + |Z1(ω)|)
1− κ√
n
· (1 + |Z1(ω)|) ≤
2κ√
n
· (1 + |Z1(ω)|).
Furthermore, by (46) and (51),
1 + |X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)− ξ| ≥ 1 + |X̂n,tn−1/n(ω)− ξ| − |X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)− X̂n,tn−1/n(ω)|
≥ (1 + |X̂n,tn−1/n(ω)− ξ|)/2,
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which jointly with (49) yields
(53) |X̂n,tn(ω)− X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)| ≤
2κ√
n
· (1 + |X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)− ξ|) · (1 + |Z2(ω)|).
Combining (50), (52) and (53) we conclude that
(54) |X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)− ξ| ≤
4κ√
n
· (1 + |X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)− ξ|) · (1 + |Z1(ω)|+ |Z2(ω)|).
By (39) and (41),
(55)
4κ√
n
· (1 + |Z1(ω)|+ |Z2(ω)|) ≤ 8κ · 1 + 2
√
ln(n)√
n
≤ 1
2
.
Observing (55) we obtain from (54) that
|X̂n,tn−(t−tn)(ω)− ξ| ≤
8κ√
n
· (1 + |Z1(ω)|+ |Z2(ω)|).
This finishes the proof of (40). 
Using Lemmas 5, 6 and 7 we can now establish the following two estimates on time averages of
moments subject to the condition of sign changes of X̂n− ξ relative to its sign at the gridpoints
0, 1/n, . . . , 1.
Lemma 8. Let q ∈ [1,∞), let ξ ∈ R satisfy σ(ξ) 6= 0 and let
An,t = {(X̂n,t − ξ) · (X̂n,tn − ξ) ≤ 0}
for all n ∈ N and t ∈ [0, 1]. Then there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N, all s ∈ [0, 1−1/n)
and all real-valued, non-negative, Fs-measurable random variables Y ,
(56)
∫ 1
sn+2/n
E
[
Y · |Wt −Wtn |q · 1An,t
]
dt ≤ c
n(q+1)/2
· (E[Y ] + E[Y · (X̂n,sn+1/n − ξ)2])
and
(57)
∫ 1
sn+1/n
E
[
Y · |Wt −Wtn |q · 1An,t · (X̂n,tn+1/n − ξ)2
]
dt
≤ c
nq/2+1
· (E[Y ] + E[Y · (X̂n,sn+1/n − ξ)2]).
Proof. For s ∈ [0, 1] we use Ys to denote the set of all real-valued, non-negative, Fs-measurable
random variables.
We first prove (56). Note that if t ≥ sn +2/n then tn − 1/n ≥ sn +1/n ≥ s. By Lemma 7 we
thus obtain that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N, s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n) and Y ∈ Ys,
(58)
∫ 1
sn+2/n
E
[
Y · |Wt −Wtn |q · 1An,t
]
dt
≤ c · E[Y ]
nq/2+1
+
c
nq/2
∫
R
|z|q · e− z
2
2 ·
∫ 1
sn+2/n
E
[
Y · 1{|X̂n,tn−(t−tn)−ξ|≤ c√n (1+|z|)}
]
dt dz
= c · E[Y ]
nq/2+1
+
c
nq/2
∫
R
|z|q · e− z
2
2 ·
∫ 1−1/n
sn+1/n
E
[
Y · 1{|X̂n,t−ξ|≤ c√n (1+|z|)}
]
dt dz.
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Using the fact that for all n ∈ N and s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n) every Y ∈ Ys is Fsn+1/n-measurable and
employing the first part of Lemma 5 we obtain that for all n ∈ N, s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n), Y ∈ Ys and
z ∈ R,
(59)
∫ 1−1/n
sn+1/n
E
[
Y · 1{|X̂n,t−ξ|≤ c√n (1+|z|)}
]
dt
= E
[
Y · E
[∫ 1−1/n
sn+1/n
1{|X̂n,t−ξ|≤ c√n (1+|z|)}
dt
∣∣∣X̂n,sn+1/n]].
Moreover, by the second part of Lemma 5 and by Lemma 6, there exists c1 ∈ (0,∞) such that
for all n ∈ N, s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n), Y ∈ Ys, z ∈ R and P X̂n,sn+1/n-almost all x ∈ R,
(60)
E
[∫ 1−1/n
sn+1/n
1{|X̂n,t−ξ|≤ c√n (1+|z|)}
dt
∣∣∣X̂n,sn+1/n = x]
= E
[∫ 1−2/n−sn
0
1{|X̂xn,t−ξ|≤ c√n (1+|z|)}
dt
]
≤ c1 · (1 + x2) ·
( c√
n
· (1 + |z|) + 1√
n
)
.
Combining (59) and (60) and using the fact that for all a, b ∈ R,
1 + a2 ≤ 2 (1 + (a− b)2) · (1 + b2),
we conclude that for all n ∈ N, s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n), Y ∈ Ys and z ∈ R,
(61)
∫ 1−1/n
sn+1/n
E
[
Y · 1{|X̂n,t−ξ|≤ c√n (1+|z|)}
]
dt
≤ c1(c+1)√
n
· (1 + |z|) · E[Y · (1 + X̂2n,sn+1/n)]
≤ 2c1(c+1)√
n
· (1 + ξ2) · (1 + |z|) · (E[Y ] + E[Y · (X̂n,sn+1/n − ξ)2]).
Inserting (61) into (58) and observing that
∫
R
(1 + |z|) · |z|q · e−z2/2 dz <∞ completes the proof
of (56).
We next prove (57). Clearly, for all n ∈ N, s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n), t ∈ [sn + 1/n, 1] and all ω ∈ An,t
we have
|X̂n,tn+1/n(ω)− ξ| ≤ |X̂n,tn+1/n(ω)− X̂n,t(ω)|+ |X̂n,t(ω)− ξ|
≤ |X̂n,tn+1/n(ω)− X̂n,t(ω)|+ |X̂n,t(ω)− X̂n,tn(ω)|.
Using the fact that for all n ∈ N and s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n) every Y ∈ Ys is Fsn+1/n-measurable and
employing the Ho¨lder inequality we therefore obtain that for all n ∈ N, all s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n), all
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Y ∈ Ys and all t ∈ [sn + 1/n, 1],
(62)
E
[
Y · |Wt −Wtn |q · 1An,t · (X̂n,tn+1/n − ξ)2
]
≤ E[Y · |Wt −Wtn |q · (|X̂n,tn+1/n − X̂n,t|+ |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |)2]
= E
[
Y · E[|Wt −Wtn |q · (|X̂n,tn+1/n − X̂n,t|+ |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |)2|Fsn+1/n]]
≤ E[Y · (E[(Wt −Wtn)2q|Fsn+1/n])1/2
· (E[(|X̂n,tn+1/n − X̂n,t|+ |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |)4|Fsn+1/n])1/2].
If t ≥ sn + 1/n then tn ≥ sn + 1/n. Hence, there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N, all
s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n) and all t ∈ [sn + 1/n, 1],
(63) E
[
(Wt −Wtn)2q|Fsn+1/n
]
= E
[
(Wt −Wtn)2q
] ≤ c/nq.
Moreover, the first part of Lemma 5 implies that for all n ∈ N, all s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n) and all
t ∈ [sn + 1/n, 1] it holds P-a.s. that
(64)
E
[
(|X̂n,tn+1/n − X̂n,t|+ |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |)4|Fsn+1/n
]
= E
[
(|X̂n,tn+1/n − X̂n,t|+ |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |)4|X̂n,sn+1/n
]
.
By the second part of Lemma 5 and by Lemma 4 we obtain that there exist c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such
that for all n ∈ N, all s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n), all t ∈ [sn + 1/n, 1] and PX̂n,sn+1/n-almost all x ∈ R,
(65)
E
[
(|X̂n,tn+1/n − X̂n,t|+ |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |)4
∣∣X̂n,sn+1/n = x]
= E[(|X̂xn,tn−sn − X̂
x
n,t−sn−1/n|+ |X̂
x
n,t−sn−1/n − X̂
x
tn−sn−1/n|)
4
]
≤ c1 · (1 + x4) · 1/n2 ≤ c2 · (1 + (x− ξ)4) · 1/n2.
It follows from (62), (63), (64) and (65) that there exist c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N, all
s ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n) and all Y ∈ Ys,
(66)
∫ 1
sn+1/n
E
[
Y · |Wt −Wtn |q · 1An,t · (X̂n,tn+1/n − ξ)2
]
dt
≤ c
nq/2+1
·
∫ 1
sn+1/n
E
[
Y · (1 + (X̂n,sn+1/n − ξ)2)
]
dt
≤ c
nq/2+1
· (E[Y ] + E[Y · (X̂n,sn+1/n − ξ)2]),
which finishes the proof of (57) and completes the proof of the lemma. 
We are ready to establish the main result in this section, which provides a p-th mean estimate
of the time average of |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |q subject to a sign change of X̂n,t − ξ relative to the sign of
X̂n,tn − ξ.
Proposition 1. Let ξ ∈ R satisfy σ(ξ) 6= 0 and let
An,t = {(X̂n,t − ξ) · (X̂n,tn − ξ) ≤ 0}
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for all n ∈ N and t ∈ [0, 1]. Then for all p, q ∈ [1,∞) there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all
n ∈ N,
(67) E
[∣∣∣∫ 1
0
|X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |q · 1An,t dt
∣∣∣p]1/p ≤ c
n(q+1)/2
.
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to consider only the case p ∈ N. Fix q ∈ [1,∞). For n, p ∈ N put
an,p = E
[∣∣∣∫ 1
0
|Wt −Wtn |q · 1An,t dt
∣∣∣p].
We prove by induction on p that for every p ∈ N there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(68) an,p ≤ c
n(q+1)p/2
.
First, consider the case p = 1. Using (56) in Lemma 8 with s = 0 and Y = 1 we obtain that
there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ≥ 2,
an,1 ≤
∫ 1
2/n
E
[|Wt −Wtn |q · 1An,t] dt+ ∫ 2/n
0
E
[|Wt −Wtn |q] dt
≤ c
n(q+1)/2
· (1 + E[(X̂n,1/n − ξ)2])+ c
nq/2+1
≤ 2c
n(q+1)/2
· (1 + ξ2 + E[X̂2n,1/n]).
Employing Lemma 4 we thus conclude that (68) holds for p = 1.
Next, let r ∈ N and assume that (68) holds for all p ∈ {1, . . . , r}. For n ∈ N and t ∈ [0, 1] put
Yn,t = |Wt −Wtn |q.
We then have for all n ∈ N,
(69) an,r+1 = (r + 1)! ·
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
t1
. . .
∫ 1
tr
E
[r+1∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
]
dtr+1 . . . dt1.
For n ∈ N and 0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tr ≤ 1 we put
J1,n(t1, . . . , tr) =
∫ (trn+2/n)∧1
tr
E
[r+1∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
]
dtr+1,
J2,n(t1, . . . , tr) =
∫ 1
(trn+2/n)∧1
E
[r+1∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
]
dtr+1.
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By the Ho¨lder inequality there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N and all 0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤
tr+1 ≤ 1,
(70)
E
[r+1∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
]
≤ E
[(
Yn,tr+1 ·
r∏
i=1
Y
1/r
n,ti
)
·
( r∏
i=1
Y
(r−1)/r
n,ti
· 1An,ti
)]
≤ E
[
Y rn,tr+1 ·
r∏
i=1
Yn,ti
]1/r · E[ r∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
](r−1)/r
≤ c
nq
· E
[ r∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
](r−1)/r
.
Hence there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N and all 0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tr ≤ 1,
(71) J1,n(t1, . . . , tr) ≤ c
nq+1
· E
[ r∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
](r−1)/r
.
Clearly, for all n ∈ N and all 0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tr ≤ 1 with tr ≥ 1− 1/n we have
(72) J2,n(t1, . . . , tr) = 0.
Furthermore, if tr ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n) then (trn + 2/n) ∧ 1 = trn + 2/n, and by applying (56) in
Lemma 8 with s = tr and Y =
∏r
i=1 Yn,ti ·1An,ti we obtain that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that
for all n ∈ N and all 0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tr ≤ 1,
(73) J2,n(t1, . . . , tr) ≤ c
n(q+1)/2
·
(
E
[ r∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
]
+ E
[ r∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti · (X̂n,trn+1/n − ξ)
2
])
.
Combining (71) to (73) with (69) and employing the induction hypothesis we conclude that
there exists c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(74) an,r+1 ≤ c1 ·
( an,r
n(q+1)/2
+
bn,r
n(q+1)/2
+
a
(r−1)/r
n,r
nq+1
)
≤ c2 ·
( 1
n(q+1)(r+1)/2
+
bn,r
n(q+1)/2
)
,
where
bn,r =
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
t1
. . .
∫ 1
tr−1
E
[( r∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
)
· (X̂n,trn+1/n − ξ)
2
]
dtr . . . dt1.
We proceed with estimating the term bn,r. Using (57) in Lemma 8 with s = 0 and Y = 1 as
well as Lemma 4 we obtain that there exist c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,∫ 1
1/n
E
[
Yn,t1 · 1An,t1 · (X̂n,t1n+1/n − ξ)
2
]
dt1 ≤ c1
nq/2+1
· (1 + E[(X̂n,t1n+1/n − ξ)2]) ≤ c2nq/2+1 .
Furthermore, by employing Lemma 4 again we see that there exist c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all
n ∈ N, ∫ 1/n
0
E
[
Yn,t1 · 1An,t1 · (X̂n,t1n+1/n − ξ)
2
]
dt1
≤
∫ 1/n
0
E
[
Y 2n,t1 ]
1/2 · E[(X̂n,t1n+1/n − ξ)
4
]1/2
dt1 ≤ c
nq/2+1
.
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It follows that there exist c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(75) bn,1 ≤ c
nq/2+1
.
Next, we assume that r ≥ 2, and for n ∈ N and 0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tr−1 ≤ 1 we put
K1,n(t1, . . . , tr−1) =
∫ (tr−1
n
+1/n)∧1
tr−1
E
[( r∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
)
· (X̂n,trn+1/n − ξ)
2
]
dtr,
K2,n(t1, . . . , tr−1) =
∫ 1
(tr−1
n
+1/n)∧1
E
[( r∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
)
· (X̂n,trn+1/n − ξ)
2
]
dtr.
Proceeding similarly to (70) and employing Lemma 4 we conclude that there exists c ∈ (0,∞)
such that for all n ∈ N and all 0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tr ≤ 1,
(76)
E
[( r∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
)
· (X̂n,trn+1/n − ξ)
2
]
≤ E
[
Y r−1n,tr ·
(r−1∏
i=1
Yn,ti
)
· (X̂n,trn+1/n − ξ)
2(r−1)
] 1
r−1 · E
[r−1∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
] r−2
r−1
≤ c
nq
· E
[r−1∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
] r−2
r−1
.
Hence there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N and all 0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tr−1 ≤ 1,
(77) K1,n(t1, . . . , tr−1) ≤ c
nq+1
· E
[r−1∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
] r−2
r−1
.
Clearly, for all n ∈ N and all 0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tr−1 ≤ 1 with tr−1 ≥ 1− 1/n we have
(78) K2,n(t1, . . . , tr−1) = 0.
Furthermore, if tr−1 ∈ [0, 1− 1/n) then (tr−1n+1/n)∧ 1 = tr−1n+1/n, and by applying (57) in
Lemma 8 with s = tr−1 and Y =
∏r−1
i=1 Yn,ti · 1An,ti we obtain that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such
that for all n ∈ N and all 0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tr−1 ≤ 1,
(79)
K2,n(t1, . . . , tr−1)
≤ c
nq/2+1
·
(
E
[r−1∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
]
+ E
[( r−1∏
i=1
Yn,ti · 1An,ti
)
· (X̂n,tr−1
n
+1/n − ξ)2
])
.
Using (77) to (79) and employing the induction hypothesis we thus conclude that there exist
c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(80)
bn,r ≤ c1 ·
(a(r−2)/(r−1)n,r−1
nq+1
+
an,r−1
nq/2+1
+
bn,r−1
nq/2+1
)
≤ c2
n(q+1)r/2
+
c1
nq/2+1
· bn,r−1 ≤ c2
n(q+1)r/2
+
c1
n(q+1)/2
· bn,r−1.
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Using (75) and (80) we obtain by induction that there exist c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such that for all
n ∈ N,
(81) bn,r ≤ c1
n(q+1)r/2
+
c1
n(q+1)(r−1)/2
· bn,1 ≤ c2
n(q+1)r/2
.
Inserting the estimate (81) into (74) yields that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(82) an,r+1 ≤ c
n(q+1)(r+1)/2
,
which completes the proof of (68).
We turn to the proof of (67). By the definition of X̂n and by (24) and (25) we see that there
exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(83) |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn | ≤ c · (1 + |X̂n,tn |) · (1/n + |Wt −Wtn |+ |Wt −Wtn |2).
Using the fact that for all n ∈ N, all t ∈ [0, 1] and all ω ∈ An,t we have
|X̂n,tn(ω)| ≤ |ξ|+ |X̂n,tn(ω)− ξ| ≤ |ξ|+ |X̂n,t(ω)− X̂n,tn(ω)|
we therefore conclude that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(84) |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn | · 1An,t ≤ c · (|Wt −Wtn | · 1An,t +Rn,t),
where
Rn,t = (1 + |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |) · (1/n + |Wt −Wtn |2) + |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn | · |Wt −Wtn |.
Employing Lemma 4 we obtain that for every r ∈ N there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all
n ∈ N and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(85) E
[|Rn,t|r] ≤ c/nr,
which yields that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(86) E
[∣∣∣∫ 1
0
|Rn,t|q dt
∣∣∣p]1/p ≤ c/nq.
Using (84) and (86) as well as (68) we conclude that there exist c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such that for all
n ∈ N,
E
[∣∣∣∫ 1
0
|X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |q · 1An,t dt
∣∣∣p]1/p
≤ c1 · E
[∣∣∣∫ 1
0
|Wt −Wtn |q · 1An,t dt
∣∣∣p]1/p + c1 · E[∣∣∣∫ 1
0
|Rn,t|q dt
∣∣∣p]1/p
≤ c2 · (1/n(q+1)/2 + 1/nq) ≤ 2c2/n(q+1)/2,
which finishes the proof of the proposition. 
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6.3. Proof of the estimates (10) and (11). For n ∈ N and t ∈ [0, 1] we put
At =
∫ t
0
µ(Xs) ds, Ân,t =
∫ t
0
µ(X̂n,sn) ds
and
Bt =
∫ t
0
σ(Xs) dWs, B̂n,t =
∫ t
0
(
σ(X̂n,sn) + σδσ(X̂n,sn) · (Ws −Wsn)
)
dWs
as well as
Un,t =
∫ t
0
σδµ(X̂n,sn) · (Ws −Wsn) ds
and we use the decomposition
(87) Xt − X̂n,t = (At − Ân,t − Un,t) + (Bt − B̂n,t) + Un,t.
Furthermore, we put
Sµ =
(kµ+1⋃
ℓ=1
(ξℓ−1, ξℓ)2
)c
, Sσ =
(kσ+1⋃
ℓ=1
(ηℓ−1, ηℓ)2
)c
and we note that Sµ = ∪kµℓ=1{(x, y) ∈ R2 : (x − ξℓ) · (y − ξℓ) ≤ 0} and Sσ = ∪kσℓ=1{(x, y) ∈
R
2 : (x − ηℓ) · (y − ηℓ) ≤ 0}. Observing the assumption (B3) we thus obtain by Proposition 1
that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N and q ∈ {1, 2},
(88) E
[∣∣∣∫ 1
0
|X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |q · 1Sµ∪Sσ(X̂n,t, X̂n,tn) dt
∣∣∣p] ≤ c/np(q+1)/2.
For all n ∈ N and t ∈ [0, 1] we have
(89)
|µ(Xt)− µ(X̂n,tn)− σδµ(X̂n,tn) · (Wt −Wtn)|
≤ |µ(Xt)− µ(X̂n,t)|+ |µ(X̂n,t)− µ(X̂n,tn)− δµ(X̂n,tn) · (X̂n,t − X̂n,tn)|
+ |δµ(X̂n,tn) · (X̂n,t − X̂n,tn − σ(X̂n,tn) · (Wt −Wtn))|
= |µ(Xt)− µ(X̂n,t)|
+ |µ(X̂n,t)− µ(X̂n,tn)− δµ(X̂n,tn) · (X̂n,t − X̂n,tn)| · 1Scµ(X̂n,t, X̂n,tn)
+ |µ(X̂n,t)− µ(X̂n,tn)− δµ(X̂n,tn) · (X̂n,t − X̂n,tn)| · 1Sµ(X̂n,t, X̂n,tn)
+
∣∣δµ(X̂n,tn) · (µ(X̂n,tn)(t− tn) + 12σδσ(X̂n,tn) · ((Wt −Wtn)2 − (t− tn)))∣∣.
Using the assumption (B1) as well as (24), (25) and (26) we thus obtain that there exists
c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(90)
|µ(Xt)− µ(X̂n,tn)− σδµ(X̂n,tn) · (Wt −Wtn)|
≤ c · |Xt − X̂n,t|+ c · |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |2 + c · |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn | · 1Sµ(X̂n,t, X̂n,tn)
+ c · (1 + |X̂n,tn |) · (1/n + |Wt −Wtn |2).
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Using (90) as well as Lemma 4 and (88) with q = 1 we conclude that there exist c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞)
such that for all n ∈ N and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(91)
E
[
sup
0≤s≤t
|As − Ân,s − Un,s|p
]
≤ E
[∫ t
0
|µ(Xs)− µ(X̂n,sn)− σδµ(X̂n,sn) · (Ws −Wsn)|p ds
]
≤ c1 ·
∫ t
0
E
[|Xs − X̂n,s|p] ds + c1 · ∫ t
0
E
[|X̂n,s − X̂n,sn |2p] ds
+ c1 · E
[∣∣∣∫ t
0
|X̂n,s − X̂n,sn | · 1Sµ(X̂n,s, X̂n,sn) ds
∣∣∣p]
+ c1 ·
∫ t
0
E
[
(1 + |X̂n,sn |p) · (1/np + |Ws −Wsn |2p
]
ds
≤ c1 ·
∫ t
0
E[|Xs − X̂n,s|p] ds+ c2/np.
Proceeding similarly to (89) and (90) one obtains that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for
all n ∈ N and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(92)
|σ(Xt)− σ(X̂n,tn)− σδσ(X̂n,tn) · (Wt −Wtn)|
≤ c · |Xt − X̂n,t|+ c · |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn |2 + c · |X̂n,t − X̂n,tn | · 1Sσ(X̂n,t, X̂n,tn)
+ c · (1 + |X̂n,tn |) · (1/n + |Wt −Wtn |2).
Employing the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, Lemma 4, (88) with q = 2 and (92) we then
conclude analogously to the derivation of (91) that there exist c1, c2, c3 ∈ (0,∞) such that for
all n ∈ N and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(93)
E
[
sup
0≤s≤t
|Bt − B̂n,t|p
]
≤ c1 · E
[∣∣∣∫ t
0
|σ(Xs)− σ(X̂n,sn)− σδσ(X̂n,sn) · (Ws −Wsn)|2 ds
∣∣∣p/2]
≤ c2 ·
∫ t
0
E
[|Xs − X̂n,s|p] ds+ c2 · ∫ t
0
E
[|X̂n,s − X̂n,sn |2p] ds
+ c2 · E
[∣∣∣∫ t
0
|X̂n,s − X̂n,sn |2 · 1Sσ(X̂n,s, X̂n,sn) ds
∣∣∣p/2]
+ c2 ·
∫ t
0
E
[
(1 + |X̂n,sn |p) · (1/np + |Ws −Wsn |2p
]
ds
≤ c2 ·
∫ t
0
E[|Xs − X̂n,s|p] ds + c3/n3p/4.
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Combining (87) with (91) and (93) we see that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N
and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(94) E
[
sup
0≤s≤t
|Xt − X̂n,t|p
] ≤ c · ∫ t
0
E
[
sup
0≤u≤s
|Xu − X̂n,u|p
]
ds+ c/n3p/4 + E
[
sup
0≤s≤t
|Un,s|p
]
.
Note that E
[‖X − X̂n‖p∞] < ∞ due to (9) and Lemma 4. Below we show that there exists
c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(95) E
[
sup
0≤s≤1
|Un,s|p
] ≤ c/np.
Inserting (95) into (94) and applying the Gronwall inequality then yields the error estimate in
Theorem 3.
We turn to the proof of (95). Clearly, for all n ∈ N, all ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} and all s ∈
[ℓ/n, (ℓ+ 1)/n] we have
(96) Un,s = Un,ℓ/n + σδµ(X̂n,ℓ/n) ·
∫ s
ℓ/n
(Wu −Wℓ/n) du,
which jointly with Lemma 4 shows that the sequence (Un,ℓ/n)ℓ=0,...,n is a martingale. Further-
more, using (24) and (25) we obtain from (96) that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all
n ∈ N,
(97)
sup
0≤s≤1
|Un,s| ≤ max
ℓ=0,...,n−1
|Un,ℓ/n|+ max
ℓ=0,...,n−1
|σδµ(X̂n,ℓ/n)| ·
∫ (ℓ+1)/n
ℓ/n
|Wu −Wℓ/n| du
≤ max
ℓ=0,...,n
|Un,ℓ/n|+ c · (1 + ‖X̂n‖∞) · max
ℓ=0,...,n−1
∫ (ℓ+1)/n
ℓ/n
|Wu −Wℓ/n| du.
Clearly, for all q ∈ [1,∞) there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(98) E
[∣∣∣∫ (ℓ+1)/n
ℓ/n
|Wu −Wℓ/n| du
∣∣∣q] ≤ E[ 1
nq−1
·
∫ (ℓ+1)/n
ℓ/n
|Wu −Wℓ/n|q du
]
≤ c
n3q/2
.
Employing the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality as well as (24), (25), Lemma 4 and (98) we
obtain that there exist c1, c2, c3 ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N,
(99)
E
[
max
ℓ=0,...,n
|Un,ℓ/n|p
]
≤ E
[(n−1∑
ℓ=0
(
σδµ(X̂n,ℓ/n) ·
∫ (ℓ+1)/n
ℓ/n
(Wu −Wℓ/n) du
)2)p/2]
≤ c1 · E
[
(1 + ‖X̂n‖2p∞)
]1/2 · E[(n−1∑
ℓ=0
(∫ (ℓ+1)/n
ℓ/n
(Wu −Wℓ/n) du
)2)p]1/2
≤ c2 ·
(n−1∑
ℓ=0
E
[(∫ (ℓ+1)/n
ℓ/n
|Wu −Wℓ/n| du
)2p]1/p)p/2
≤ c3
np
.
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Furthermore, by (98) and Lemma 4 we see that there exists c1, c2 ∈ (0,∞) such that for all
n ∈ N,
(100)
E
[(
(1 + ‖X̂n‖∞) · max
ℓ=0,...,k−1
∫ (ℓ+1)/n
ℓ/n
|Wu −Wℓ/n| du
)p]
≤ c1 · E
[
(1 + ‖X̂n‖2p∞)
]1/2 · E[n−1∑
ℓ=0
(∫ (ℓ+1)/n
ℓ/n
(Wu −Wℓ/n) du
)2p]1/2 ≤ c2
np
.
Combining (97) with (99) and (100) yields (95) and completes the proof of the estimate (10) in
Theorem 3.
It remains to prove (11). In the case kσ = 0 we have Sσ = ∅. Then the estimates (91) and (95)
still hold true but instead of the estimate (93) we obtain
(101) E
[
sup
0≤s≤t
|Bt − B̂n,t|p
] ≤ c · ∫ t
0
E
[|Xs − X̂n,s|p] ds+ c3/np,
where c ∈ (0,∞) neither depends on n nor on t. Combining (91), (95) and (101) we obtain that
there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that for all n ∈ N and all t ∈ [0, 1],
(102) E
[
sup
0≤s≤t
|Xt − X̂n,t|p
] ≤ c · ∫ t
0
E
[
sup
0≤u≤s
|Xu − X̂n,u|p
]
ds+ c/np.
Applying the Gronwall inequality we now obtain the estimate (11) from (102)
7. Proof of Lemmas 1, 2
We make use of the following result, which is straightforward to check.
Lemma 9. Let −∞ ≤ a < b ≤ ∞ and let f, g : R→ R be Lipschitz continuous on (a, b). Assume
further that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that g is constant on the set (−∞, c)∪ (c,∞). Then f ·g
is Lipschitz continuous on (a, b).
7.1. Proof of Lemma 1. We first show that Gz,α,ν satisfies (i). It is straightforward to check
that Gz,α,ν is differentiable on R with
G′z,α,ν(x) = 1 +
k∑
i=1
2αiν · |x− zi|
ν
·
(
1−
(x− zi
ν
)2)3 · (1− 5(x− zi
ν
)2) · 1[zi−ν,zi+ν](x)
for all x ∈ R. Note that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} the mapping x 7→ |x−zi|ν · (1 − (x−ziν )2)3 ·
(1− 5 (x−ziν )2) · 1[zi−ν,zi+ν](x) is Lipschitz continuous on R. Thus, as a finite linear combination
of Lipschitz continuous functions, G′z,α,ν is Lipschitz continuous on R as well. Clearly, for all
x ∈ {z1, . . . , zk} ∪ R \
⋃k
i=1(zi − ν, zi + ν) we have
(103) G′z,α,ν(x) = 1
and for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and all x ∈ [ξi − ν, ξi + ν] we have
G′z,α,ν(x) ≥ 1− 8|αi|ν > 0,
which finishes the proof of part (i) of the lemma.
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Next we show that Gz,α,ν satisfies (ii) and (iii). Note that the intervals [zi − ν, zi + ν], i =
1, . . . , k, are pairwise disjoint. Observing (103) it is easy to check that G′z,α,ν is two times
differentiable on ∪k+1i=1 (zi−1, zi) with
(104)
G′′z,α,ν(x) =

−2αi · ψi(x), if x ∈ (zi − ν, zi),
2αi · ψi(x), if x ∈ (zi, zi + ν),
0, if x ∈ R \⋃kj=1(zj − ν, zj + ν),
G′′′z,α,ν(x) =

−2αi/ν · ηi(x), if x ∈ (zi − ν, zi),
2αi/ν · ηi(x), if x ∈ (zi, zi + ν),
0, if x ∈ R \⋃kj=1(zj − ν, zj + ν),
where
(105)
ψi(x) =
(
1−
(x− zi
ν
)2)2(
1− 22
(x− zi
ν
)2
+ 45
(x− zi
ν
)4)
,
ηi(x) =
(
1−
(x− zi
ν
)2)(−48x− zi
ν
+ 312
(x− zi
ν
)3 − 360(x− zi
ν
)5)
.
Obviously, on each interval (zi−1, zi), G′′z,α,ν and G′′′z,α,ν are Lipschitz continuous, and we have
G′′z,α,ν(zi−) = −2αi = −G′′z,α,ν(zi+). This finishes the proof of Lemma 1. 
7.2. Proof of Lemma 2. Due to Lemma 1 the functions µ˜ and σ˜ are well-defined. Recall
from Lemma 1(i) that there exists c ∈ (0,∞) such that G′ξ,α,ν = 1 on (−∞, c) ∪ (c,∞). Hence
G′′ξ,α,ν = 0 on (−∞, c) ∪ (c,∞). By means of Lemma 9 we can thus conclude that G′ξ,α,ν · µ and
G′′ξ,α,ν ·σ2 are Lipschitz continuous on each of the intervals (ξ0, ξ1), . . . , (ξk, ξk+1) and that G′ξ,α,ν ·σ
is Lipschitz continuous on R. Observing Lemma 1(i),(iii) we see that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k},
(G′ξ,α,ν · µ+ 12G′′ξ,α,ν · σ2)(ξi−) = µ(ξi−)− αi · σ2(ξi)
= (µ(ξi−) + µ(ξi+))/2 = (G′ξ,α,ν · µ+ 12G′′ξ,α,ν · σ2)(ξi)
= µ(ξi+) + αi · σ2(ξi) = (G′ξ,α,ν · µ+ 12G′′ξ,α,ν · σ2)(ξi+).
Hence G′ξ,α,ν ·µ+ 12G′′ξ,α,ν ·σ2 is continuous on R and Lipschitz continuous on each of the intervals
(ξ0, ξ1), . . . , (ξk, ξk+1), which yields Lipschitz continuity of the latter function on the whole real
line. Finally, recall that by Lemma 1, G−1ξ,α,ν is Lipschitz continous. This shows that µ˜ and σ˜
satisfy the assumption (B1).
Using the assumption (A3), Lemma 1(i),(ii) and the fact that G−1((ξi−1, ξi)) = (ξi−1, ξi) for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , k+1} we immediately obtain that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k+1} the functions µ˜ and
σ˜ are differentiable on (ξi−1, ξi) with derivatives
µ˜′ = (µ′ +G′′ξ,α,ν/G
′
ξ,α,ν · (µ+ σ · σ′) + 12G′′′ξ,α,ν/G′ξ,α,ν · σ2) ◦G−1ξ,α,ν ,
σ˜′ = (σ′ +G′′ξ,α,ν/G
′
ξ,α,ν · σ) ◦G−1ξ,α,ν .
Using the assumption (A3) and Lemma 1(i),(ii) again we can now derive by iteratively applying
Lemma 9 (with any extension of µ′ and σ′ to the whole real line) that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k+1}
the functions µ˜′ and σ˜′ are Lipschitz continous on (ξi−1, ξi). Hence µ˜ and σ˜ satisfy the assumption
(B2) with kµ = kσ = k and ηi = ξi for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Finally, note that Gξ,α,ν(ξi) = ξi for each
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i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, which yields that σ˜(ξi) = σ(ξi) 6= 0 for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Hence σ˜ satisfies the
assumption (B3), which finishes the proof of Lemma 2. 
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